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No known way to exploit
limited exponent range.
Often used in Diffie-Hellman
for multiplicative group.
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Bernstein, sci.crypt, 2001.11.09:
“You can happily skip both the
transmission and the square root.
In fact, if both the curve and its
twist have nearly prime order, then
you can even skip square testing.”
I use a curve of this type.
No trouble from rumored new
“public-key validation” patent
filed 2003.
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Bernstein, sci.crypt, 2001.11.09:

How was the software built?

“You can happily skip both the
transmission and the square root.
In fact, if both the curve and its
twist have nearly prime order, then
you can even skip square testing.”

Common phenomenon:
Write fp op sequence in C.
Feed it to C compiler
to produce machine language.
Observe that cycles fp ops
is much larger than 1:
sometimes 5 or more!

I use a curve of this type.
No trouble from rumored new
“public-key validation” patent
filed 2003.

Have faith. Don’t accept
Understand and eliminate
non-fp-op cycles.

1 1.


(I have more work to do here for
Athlon et al. Expect speedups.)
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Common phenomenon:
Write fp op sequence in C.
Feed it to C compiler
to produce machine language.
Observe that cycles fp ops
is much larger than 1:
sometimes 5 or more!
Have faith. Don’t accept
Understand and eliminate
non-fp-op cycles.
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(I have more work to do here for
Athlon et al. Expect speedups.)

3-cycle “load” latency,
copying data from “cache” to
“register” for arithmetic.
Only 8 registers.
3-cycle fp add latency.
5-cycle fp mult latency.
An op waits if its inputs
aren’t ready. CPU has some
ability to reorder ops, but
uses greedy algorithm; suboptimal.
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3-cycle “load” latency,
copying data from “cache” to
“register” for arithmetic.
Only 8 registers.
3-cycle fp add latency.
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aren’t ready. CPU has some
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uses greedy algorithm; suboptimal.

Can’t rely on C compiler
to sensibly permute fp ops.
Sometimes
+ ;
+ ;
+ is
a sequence of exact fp adds
best done as, e.g.,
+ ;
+ ;
+ .




But sometimes
+
is a non-associative
deliberately rounded fp add!
The C language has no way
to express this distinction.
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Curve25519 implementation
is actually in qhasm,
new programming language
for high-speed computations.
Language allows declaration
and propagation of fp ranges;
guided register allocation; et al.
Lets me write desired code
with much less human time than
traditional asm and C compiler.
Have also used for fast AES,
fast Poly1305, fast Salsa20, etc.
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Curve25519 implementation
is actually in qhasm,
new programming language
for high-speed computations.
Language allows declaration
and propagation of fp ranges;
guided register allocation; et al.
Lets me write desired code
with much less human time than
traditional asm and C compiler.
Have also used for fast AES,
fast Poly1305, fast Salsa20, etc.

What’s next?
Culmination of extensive work
on eliminating field mults for
genus-2 hyperelliptic curves:
25 mults per bit. Gaudry,
eprint.iacr.org/2005/314
Half-size prime: e.g., 2127 1.
Select curve to make some
mults easier, like choosing .


Should count fp ops instead.
Prediction: this will beat genus 1.

